











































ARE  EF½CIENT  ABSORBERS  OF  LIGHT  !T  THE  PLASMON  RESONANCE 
FREQUENCY THE ABSORPTION CROSSSECTION CAN BE SEVERAL TIMES 
THAT  EXPECTED  FROM  THE  GEOMETRICAL  CROSSSECTION  OF  THE 
PARTICLE -OREOVER IN THIS SIZE RANGE ONLY LIMITED SCATTERING OF 
THE INCIDENT LIGHT OCCURS ;= )N THE PRESENT #RITICAL 2EVIEW 
WE  FOCUS  ON  THE  PROPERTIES  OF  TWO  SPECI½C  NANOPARTICLE 
SHAPES NANOSHELLS AND NANORODS &IGURE  4HESE TWO FORMS 
HAVE GAINED PROMINENCE IN THE LAST TEN YEARS ALTHOUGH THEY 
HAVE  ANTECEDENTS  GOING  BACK  SEVERAL  DECADES  .ANOSHELLS 
AND NANORODS OF !G AND !U HAVE  THE ESPECIALLY  INTERESTING 
PROPERTY THAT THEIR SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCES CAN BE READILY 




PARTICLES  /F  COURSE  !U  AND  !G  NANOSPHERES  HAVE  BEEN 
KNOWN FOR FAR LONGER HAVING BEEN USED FOR OVER TWO THOUSAND 


















EXPENSE  !LL  THE  $$!  CALCULATIONS  PRESENTED  HERE  ARE 




SIZES  4HE  AGREEMENT  BETWEEN $$!  CALCULATIONS  USING  THE 
PRESENT COMPUTATIONAL CONDITIONS AND THE EXACT -IE THEORY 
WAS FOUND TO BE EXCELLENT ;  = 4HE ACCURACY OF $$! 













 IS THE PLASMA FREQUENCY             C THE SPEED OF LIGHT 










THE  ELECTRON  VELOCITY  AT  THE  &ERMI  SURFACE  AND  REFF  IS  THE 






4HE  MEAN  FREE  PATH  FOR  CONDUCTION  ELECTRONS  IN  !U  IS 





OCCURS  ;=  4HE  PLASMON  RESONANCE  FOR  !U  SPHERES  WITH 
DIAMETERS BETWEEN  NM AND  NM IS NEARLY INDEPENDENT OF 
SIZE  4HIS  IS  BECAUSE  THE  GRADIENT  OF  THE  REAL  PART  OF  THE 
DIELECTRIC  FUNCTION AT  THE PLASMON  RESONANCE  IS  LARGE AND 
THE SIZEDEPENDENT SHIFT IN THE PLASMON RESONANCE IS INVERSELY 
PROPORTIONAL TO THIS GRADIENT ;= &OR PARTICLES SMALLER THAN 
ABOUT  NM  SCATTERING OF  ELECTRONS OFF  THE  SURFACE  ; = 
CAUSES  A  SIGNI½CANT  DECREASE  IN  THE  RESONANCE  AMPLITUDE 
PLUS  A  BROADENING  AND  SLIGHT  BLUE  SHIFT  IN  ITS  POSITION  &OR 
PARTICLES LARGER THAN ABOUT  NM THERE IS ALSO A SHIFT IN THE 
RESONANCE PEAK AS HIGHERORDER TERMS BEGIN TO CONTRIBUTE TO 
THE  EXTINCTION  BUT  WITH  AN  ATTENDANT  LOSS  OF  SPECTRAL 
SELECTIVITY  4HEREFORE  NEITHER  OF  THESE  EFFECTS  PROVIDES  A 
CONVENIENT METHOD FOR TUNING THE RESONANCE PEAK /F COURSE 
THE RESONANCE WAVELENGTH OF NANOSPHERES CAN BE TUNED TO 




4HE  RELATIVE  MERITS  OF  RODS  AND  SHELLS  AS  ABSORBERS  AND 
SCATTERERS OF LIGHT FOR MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS HAVE 
BEEN  ANALYZED  BY  *AIN  ET  AL  ;=  WHO  CONCLUDED  THAT  !U 
NANORODS  WERE  AN  ORDER  OF MAGNITUDE MORE  EFFECTIVE  THAN 
NANOSHELLS  IN  TERMS  OF  ABSORPTION  AND  EXTINCTION  WHEN 
COMPARED ON THE BASIS OF OVERALL PARTICLE VOLUME (OWEVER THE 
HIGH VALUE OF !U IMPLIES THAT A MORE RELEVANT ½GUREOFMERIT 












!NALYTICAL  SOLUTIONS  FOR  THE  OPTICAL  PROPERTIES  OF  METAL 




APPROXIMATION  $$!	  ;=  )N  THIS  CASE  THE  PARTICLE  IS 
SIMULATED BY AN ARRAY OF DIPOLES WITH POLARIZABILITY DETERMINED 





ADDITION  THERE  ARE  EXTRINSIC  APPROXIMATIONS  ASSOCIATED WITH 














LIGHT  IN  VACUO  AND  εM  IS  THE DIELECTRIC  FUNCTION OF  THE  NON







OF  THE  INNER  CORE  OUTER  CORE  AND  SURROUNDING  MEDIUM 
RESPECTIVELY AND ƒ IS THE FRACTION OF THE TOTAL PARTICLE VOLUME 
 
OCCUPIED  BY  THE  CORE  THAT  IS            WITH  R  THE  SHELL 
 
INNER  CORE  RADIUS  4HE  EXACT  POSITION  OF  THE  MAXIMUM 
ABSORPTION  PEAK  WITHIN  THE  SPECTRUM  IS  DETERMINED  BY  THE 
DIELECTRIC  FUNCTIONS  OF  THE  NANOSHELL  AND  SURROUNDING 
MEDIUM









)T  IS  EVIDENT  THAT  THE  MAGNITUDE  AND  THE  POSITION  OF  THE 
PLASMON  PEAK  WITHIN  THE  SPECTRA  CAN  BE  VARIED  BY  SIMPLY 
VARYING THE ASPECT RATIO ANDOR THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF THE 
CORE SHELL ANDOR THE SURROUNDING MEDIUM












BOTH  SPHERES  AND  RODS  AND  SIGNI½CANTLY  BROADEN  THE 
EXTINCTION PEAKS OF SHELLS (OWEVER THE LONGITUDINAL RESONANCE 
OF  RODS  IS HARDLY AFFECTED BY  SURFACE DAMPING AND  INDEED 
HAS ONE OF THE LOWEST DEPHASING TIMES KNOWN ; = 




METHOD  FOR  SPHERICAL  PARTICLES  AS  IT  PROVIDES  AN  EFFECTIVE 
PARAMETER  AGAINST  WHICH  DIFFERENT  SIZE  PARTICLES  CAN  BE 
COMPARED DIRECTLY (OWEVER FOR NONSPHERICAL PARTICLES THERE 





BUT  CAN  HIDE  MANY  OF  THE  INTERESTING  SHAPEDEPENDENT 
EFFECTS )N THIS WORK WE THEREFORE USE THE ABSOLUTE ABSORPTION 
AND  SCATTERING CROSSSECTION  VALUES  AND NORMALIZE  THESE  TO 





MATERIAL  IN  THE  CASE  OF  NANOSHELLS	  4HIS  PROVIDES  A  TRUE 
±MOLAR²  BASIS  FOR  COMPARISON  WHICH  IS  ALSO  AN  IMPORTANT 




)T  HAS  BEEN  RECOGNIZED  SINCE  AT  LEAST    THAT  CORESHELL 
NANOPARTICLES  HAVE  VERSATILE  OPTICAL  PROPERTIES  ;  = 
ALTHOUGH  THE  FACT  PROBABLY  ONLY  BECAME  MORE  WIDELY 
APPRECIATED AFTER A SERIES OF PUBLICATIONS ;= AND PATENTS 
;= BY THE GROUP OF . (ALAS IN THE 53! 4HESE WORKERS 
ALSO  POINTED  OUT  THAT  !U  NANOSHELLS  COULD  HAVE  DIVERSE 
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS )T WAS DEMONSTRATED THAT A THIN SHELL OF 

















%Q  IS  THE  EXACT  SOLUTION  IN  TERMS  OF  A  MULTIPOLE 
EXPANSION  FOR  THE  SCATTERING  CROSSSECTION  OF  AN  ARBITRARILY 
SIZED SPHERICAL CORESHELL PARTICLE )N PRACTICE THE MULTIPOLE 
EXPANSION MUST  BE  TRUNCATED  AT  SOME  POINT  HOWEVER  FOR 
PARTICLE  SIZES  IN  THE  PRESENT WORK  ONLY  THE  ½RST  HALFDOZEN 
TERMS  CONTRIBUTE  AND  THE  RESULTS  ARE  THEREFORE  ESSENTIALLY 
EXACT 7HILE WE HAVE USED THE EXACT ANALYTICAL SOLUTION HERE 
THIS  SYSTEM ALSO PROVIDES A USEFUL BENCHMARK  FOR VALIDATING 
THE  $$!  SOLUTION    )NDEED  FOR  CORESHELL  SPHERES  WE  ½ND 
EXCELLENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN $$! AND EQ 
4HE ABILITY  TO  TUNE  THE MAGNITUDE AND POSITION OF PEAK 
1EXT WITHIN THE SPECTRA OF NANOSHELLS HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED 
EXPERIMENTALLY  WITH  MAXIMUM  EXTINCTIONS  READILY  VARIED 
BETWEEN  AND  NM ; = 4HE OBSERVED PEAK 




THE  PEAK  ABSORPTION  OF  NANOSHELLS MADE  FROM  AN  ELEMENT 
SUCH AS !G CAN ALSO BE TUNED 4HIS HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED BY 





WHEN  THESE  PARTICLES  WERE  TRANSFORMED  INTO  SHELLS  THE 
RESONANT  PEAK  REDSHIFTED  TO    NM  AS  EXPECTED  )T  IS 
EVIDENT HOWEVER THAT EXTINCTION PEAKS FOR !G NANOSHELLS WILL 
ALWAYS  BE  AT  SHORTER  WAVELENGTHS  THAN  THOSE  FOR  SIMILARLY





MEAN  FREE  PATH  CAUSES  THE  RESONANCES  TO  ATTENUATE  AND 
BROADEN  AS  DESCRIBED  PREVIOUSLY  /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  THE 
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION KEEPING THE SHELL THICKNESS CONSTANT BUT 














TO  WHICH  !U  NANOPARTICLE  SEEDS  CAN  SUBSEQUENTLY  ATTACH 
&OLLOWING THIS THE SEEDS ARE GROWN SO THAT THEY COALESCE TO 
FORM  A  CONTINUOUS  SHELL  /LDENBURG  ET  AL  ;=  PRODUCED 
SILICA!U  CORESHELL  PARTICLES  WITH  DIAMETERS  OF  AROUND   
NM THIS WAY BY FUNCTIONALIZING THE SURFACE OF THE SILICA CORES 
WITH  AMINOPROPYLTRIETHOXYSILANE  !03	  AND  THEN  PARTIALLY 
COVERING  THE  SURFACE WITH  ¯  NM !U PARTICLES  THAT WERE 




4HERE  HAS  ALSO  BEEN  RESEARCH  INTO  IDENTIFYING  A  CORE 
PARTICLE ONTO WHICH !U WOULD NUCLEATE MORE DIRECTLY THEREBY 
OBVIATING THE NEED TO FUNCTIONALIZE IT WITH !03	 3OME SUCCESS 
IN  THIS  REGARD  HAS  BEEN HAD WITH POLYSTYRENE  LATEX  SPHERES 
; = AND SILICA ; = /THER RELATED METHODS FOR THE 




OF  AROUND  MICRONS  DIAMETER  &INALLY  ELECTROLESS  PLATING 
HAS BEEN USED ;= TO PRODUCE NANOSHELLS WITH DIAMETERS OF 











'OLD  NANORODS  OR  ELLIPSOIDS  PROLATE  SPHEROIDS	  PROVIDE  AN 
ALTERNATIVE  TO NANOSHELLS  FOR  ACHIEVING  THE  TUNABILITY  OF  THE 
PLASMON  RESONANCE  4HE  POSSIBILITIES  OF  ELLIPSOIDAL 
NANOPARTICLES WERE ½RST RECOGNIZED BY 'ANS ;= IN  WHO 
PROVIDED AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR THE DEPOLARIZATION FACTOR 
FOR  ELLIPSOIDS OF  ARBITRARY  ASPECT  RATIO  HOWEVER  THERE  IS  NO 
GENERAL  ANALYTICAL  SOLUTION  FOR  THE  OPTICAL  PROPERTIES  OF 
NANORODS IN GENERAL .EVERTHELESS IT IS COMMON TO CONSIDER 
THEM TO BE ELLIPSOIDS PROLATE SPHEROIDS	 EG; = AND 
THEN  TO  MODEL  THEIR  OPTICAL  PROPERTIES  USING  THE  'ANS 
EXPRESSION  ;= 4HIS PREDICTS  THAT  THE  SURFACE PLASMON WILL 
SPLIT  INTO  TWO  MODES  LONGITUDINAL  AND  TRANSVERSE	  AS  THE 
ASPECT RATIO OF THE ELLIPSOID IS INCREASED WITH THE LONGITUDINAL 
PLASMON MODE  REDSHIFTING  SIGNI½CANTLY  AND  THE  TRANSVERSE 
PLASMON  BLUESHIFTING  SLIGHTLY  ;=  (OWEVER  REAL  NANORODS 
ARE MORE LIKE HEMISPHERICALLYCAPPED RIGHT CYLINDERS OR LIKE 
³DOGBONES´ OR  ³DUMBBELLS´  ;=  )T HAS BEEN RECENTLY FOUND 
THAT  THE  ENDCAP  GEOMETRY  HAS  SIGNI½CANT  EFFECTS  ON  THE 
CALCULATED POSITION OF  THE  SURFACE PLASMON MODE  ;  = 
(ERE WE WILL MODEL THE RODS AS HEMISPHERICALLYCAPPED RIGHT 
CYLINDERS  AND  INVOKE  THE  $$!  TO  CALCULATE  THEIR  OPTICAL 






             
   	
WHERE  A  IS  THE  LENGTH  OF  THE  LONGITUDINAL  AXIS  AND  B  AND  C 




  ARE  THE  GEOMETRICAL  FACTORS  &OR  THE 
PROLATE SPHEROID WHERE A IS THE LONGER AXIS B  C ,  , AND THE 
APPLIED ELECTRIC ½ELD IS PARALLEL TO THE XAXIS %QN  BECOMES
          
   	
!S WAS THE CASE WITH THE OPTICAL RESPONSE OF THE NANOSHELLS 
THE  EXCITATION  OF  THE  &RyHLICH MODE  FOLLOWS  BY  SETTING  THE 
DENOMINATOR OF %QN  EQUAL TO ZERO      
          
   	
4HIS CONDITION IS MET WHEN
         
   	
WHERE , IS
         
   	
AND  e  IS  THE  ECCENTRICITY  OF  THE  NANOROD  WHICH  IS 
DESCRIBED BY               4HE NANOROD POLARIZABILITY IS ONCE 
AGAIN DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE EXTINCTION CROSS SECTION #EXT BY 
; = BY %QN  	  )N GENERAL  THE  LONGITUDINAL DIMENSION OF 
NANORODS  EXCEEDS  THE  MEAN  FREE  PATH  OF  THE  CONDUCTION 
ELECTRONS  SO  ANY  ATTENUATION  EFFECTS  DUE  TO  ELECTRON 
SCATTERING ARE ABSENT FOR THE LONGITUDINAL PLASMON MODE 








DEMONSTRATED  ;=  THAT  THE  LONGITUDINAL  PLASMON  RESONANCE 
COULD BE SHIFTED FROM  NM ASPECT RATIO OF 5 p 2	 TO AROUND 
 ¯  NM  ASPECT  RATIO OF 17 p 3	  AND  THEN BEYOND 
 NM FOR NANORODS WITH AN ASPECT RATIO OF 23 p 4 -ORE 




3ILVER  NANORODS  WERE  PRODUCED  IN  THE  S  USING  AN 
EVAPORATIVE SHADOWING TECHNIQUE ;= AND ALSO THROUGH THE 
ALIGNMENT OF SILVER SPHERES IN GLASS TO FORM PEARL NECKLACES 
AND  HAVE  BECOME  THE  MAINSTAY  OF  CERTAIN  KINDS  OF 




SIGNI½CANTLY  BOOSTED  IN    WITH  THE  DISCOVERY  OF  AN 
ELECTROCHEMICAL  METHOD  FOR  ROD  SYNTHESIS  BY  7ANG  AND 
COLLEAGUES ;= 3INCE THEN A VARIETY OF DIRECT SOLUTIONPHASE 
SYNTHETIC ROUTES HAVE BEEN UNCOVERED AND RE½NED ;  
=  AND  THE  NEED  FOR  AN  ELECTROCHEMICAL  CELL  HAS  BEEN 
DISPENSED WITH !LTHOUGH THE HARD TEMPLATE METHOD  IS STILL 
USED  EG  ;=  IT  APPEARS  THAT  THE  ELECTROLESS  ³SEED
MEDIATED´ METHOD IS NOW DOMINANT ; = 
4HE  SEEDMEDIATED  SYNTHESIS  MAKES  USE  OF  A  ³GROWTH 
SOLUTION´  WHICH  CONTAINS  (!U#L  CETYLTRIMETHYLAMMONIUM 





ON  THE  SURFACE  OF  THE  SEED  PARTICLES  )N  THE  PRESENCE  OF 
TWINNED PARTICLE SEEDS THE ROD GROWTH OCCURS ALONG THE TWIN 
PLANE LEADING TO RODS WITH PENTAGONAL CROSS SECTIONS AT THE 
PERIPHERIES  (OWEVER  WHILE  THE  MECHANISM  OF  NANOROD 
GROWTH  IS  STILL  NOT  ENTIRELY  RESOLVED  CONTROL  OVER  NANOROD 
ASPECT RATIO MONODISPERSITY AND YIELD CAN BE READILY OBTAINED 
; = &OR EXAMPLE IT HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED THAT LONGER #N 
CHAINS  IN  THE #N4!"  CAUSE  AN  INCREASE  IN  ASPECT  RATIO  ;= 
WHILE *ANA ET AL ;= SHOWED THAT A MULTISTEP SEEDMEDIATED 
SYNTHESIS PROCESS PROVIDES AN ADDITIONAL MEANS TO CONTROL THE 
PROCESS  ALLOWING  FOR  THE  PRODUCTION  OF  LARGER  ASPECT  RATIO 
NANORODS  p  ASPECT RATIO	 THAN THOSE PRODUCED BY A ONE




TWINNED PARTICLES AND THIS  IN  TURN  LEADS TO SINGLE CRYSTAL !U 
RODS WHICH GROW ALONG THE ;= DIRECTION AND ARE CAPPED BY 



















R OF  THE  SHELL  COMPOSED OF WATER	 WAS  INCREASED  IN  NM 






TO  INCREASE  IN MAGNITUDE &OR EXAMPLE THE SOLID SPHERE  R  






DRASTICALLY BROADENED AND ATTENUATED  FOR  THE  THINNEST  SHELLS 
EG  ;  =  4HE  PHYSICAL  PROCESS  MAY  BE  DESCRIBED  IN 
QUANTUM  MECHANICAL  TERMS  BY  ELECTRONHOLE  INTERACTIONS 
³,ANDAU DAMPING´	 ;= OR CLASSICALLY AS THE SCATTERING OF THE 





ORDER  OF  NO  GREATER  THAN    AND  WOULD  BE  PRODUCED  BY  A 
NANOSHELL WITH AN OUTER RADIUS R	 OF ABOUT  TO  NM AND A 
SHELL THICKNESS OF  OR  NM
4HESE  EXTINCTION  CROSSSECTIONS  ARE  OF  COURSE  SPECI½C  TO 
!U 4HE INTENSITY OF THE SURFACE MODE IS DETERMINED BY THE 
MAGNITUDE  OF  THE  IMAGINARY  COMPONENT  OF  THE  MATERIAL 




&IGURE   SHOWS 1ABS  AND ABSORPTION CROSSSECTION #ABS  AT 
THE MAXIMUM OF THE PLASMON PEAK PLOTTED AGAINST NANOSHELL 
RADIUS  R  )N  THIS  SERIES  OF  CALCULATIONS  THE  SHELL  THICKNESS 
DECREASES AS THE DIAMETER INCREASES BECAUSE THE VOLUME OF 
!U USED WAS KEPT CONSTANT 3INCE AS MENTIONED  THERE ARE 
FACTORS  OPERATING  IN  THIN  SHELLS  THAT  WOULD  BROADEN  AND 
ATTENUATE THE PEAK FOR THE THINNEST SHELLS THERE IS ALSO A LIMIT 
TO  THE EXTENT  TO WHICH THIS  TREND CAN BE  RELIABLY PROJECTED 
4HE  ABSORPTION  EF½CIENCIES  OF  PARTICLES  WITH  R  NM  ARE 
LIKELY TO BE OVERESTIMATED HERE
&IGURE    SHOWS  SCATTERING  EF½CIENCY  1SCA  AND  SCATTERING 
CROSSSECTION #SCA AT THE MAXIMUM OF THE PLASMON ABSORPTION 
PEAK  PLOTTED  AGAINST  NANOSHELL  RADIUS  R  4HE  AMOUNT  OF 




CONSTANT  WHICH  CAN  BE  SEEN  TO  OCCUR  FROM  SHELL  RADII  R	 
BEYOND AROUND  NM BUT THIS IS ALREADY IN THE REGION WHERE 
THICKNESSRELATED  ERRORS  COULD  BE  EXPECTED  !LSO  SCATTERING 







































































































































INTO  A    X    X    POINT  ARRAY  BUT  OF  COURSE  ONLY  A 
PROPORTION  OF  THE  SITES  IN  THIS  CUBIC  ARRAY  WERE  ACTUALLY 
OCCUPIED BY !U 4HE  LENGTH AND DIAMETER OF  THE NANORODS 
WERE USED TO DETERMINE WHICH OF THE GRID POINTS WERE ±TURNED 
ON²  TO  REPRESENT  THE  NANOROD  VOLUME  4HE  INTERDIPOLE 
DISTANCE  WAS  APPROXIMATELY    NM  THIS  ENSURED  THAT  THERE 
WERE SUF½CIENT DIPOLES TO ACCURATELY REPRESENT EACH NANOROD 









)N  THE  CASE  OF  INDIVIDUAL  DEVICES  MADE  WITH  ALIGNED 
NANORODS IT WILL PROBABLY BE FEASIBLE TO ENSURE THAT ONLY THE 
LONGITUDINAL  PLASMON  RESONANCE  IS  EXCITED  ³LONGITUDINAL 
ORIENTATION´	  HOWEVER  IN  ½LMS  OR  SUSPENSIONS  OF  RANDOMLY 
ORIENTED  RODS  BOTH  RESONANCES MUST  NECESSARILY  BE  EXCITED 
AND  THE  RESULTANT  1ABS  IS  A  WEIGHTED  AVERAGE  OF  THE  TWO 
³RANDOM ORIENTATION´	 4WO  INTERMEDIATE CASES ARISE  )N  THE 
½RST THE RODS ARE PLACED IN A MONOLAYER ON A SURFACE WITH THE 
LONG AXES IN THE PLANE OF THE SURFACE A SITUATION RELEVANT TO 
THE  USE  OF  RODS  IN  COATINGS  FOR  WINDOWS  ;=  ³PLANAR 




TWO  RESONANCES  BUT  IN  THE  TRANSVERSE  ORIENTATION  ONLY 
THE  TRANSVERSE  RESONANCE  WILL  BE  EXCITED  AT  LEAST  IN  THE 
CASE  OF  NORMALLY  INCIDENT  LIGHT  .OTE  HOWEVER  THAT  IN  THIS 






THE  MAXIMUM  LONGITUDINAL  1ABS  REDSHIFTS  WITH  INCREASING 
ASPECT RATIO AS PREDICTED BY 'ANS ;= &OR EXAMPLE THE  
ASPECT  RATIO  ROD  PRODUCES  A  PEAK  1ABS  OF    AT    NM 
WHEREAS  THE  ASPECT  RATIO  ROD PRODUCES A PEAK 1ABS OF 
  AT    NM  4HE  CALCULATED  1ABS  AND  #ABS  RESULTS  FOR 
NANORODS  OF  VARYING  ASPECT  RATIO  AND  THE  LONGITUDINAL 
RESONANCE ARE SHOWN IN &IGURE  FOR THE POSITION OF MAXIMUM 
ABSORPTION  WHILE  &IGURE    SHOWS  THE  CALCULATED  SCATTERING 
EF½CIENCY 1SCA AND SCATTERING CROSSSECTION #SCA FOR THE SAME 
NANORODS  !LL  OF  THESE  RESULTS  ARE  DE½NED  IN  TERMS  OF  THE 
ACTUAL PARTICLE CROSSSECTION PRESENTED TO THE K PROPAGATION	 
VECTOR OF THE LIGHT 4HE 1ABS VALUES OF THE TRANSVERSE RESONANCE 


































































































GEOMETRIES  ARE  RENDERED  TO  A  DIMENSIONAL  GRID  ARRAY 
4HEREFORE A LINE OF BEST ½T HAS BEEN USED TO ½T THE DATA POINTS 
WITHIN EACH ½GURE
!S  DESCRIBED  IN  SECTION    THE  #ABS  OF  THE  NANOROD  IS 
IN¾UENCED BY  THE ASPECT  RATIO  4HIS  CAN BE  SEEN  IN  &IGURE  
WHERE  #ABS  FOR  THE  LONGITUDINAL  RESONANCE  INCREASES 
MONOTONICALLY  WITH  INCREASING  NANOROD  LENGTH  4HE  SMALLEST 





AN  UPWARDS  LINEAR  TREND  OVER  THE  RANGE  EXAMINED  BUT 












THE  APPLICABLE  1AVG  VALUES  FOR  RODS  IN  THE  TRANSVERSE 
LONGITUDINAL  PLANAR  AND  RANDOM  ORIENTATIONS  3INCE  THE 
PARTICLES  ALL  CONTAIN  THE  SAME AMOUNT OF !U AS EACH OTHER 
AND AS THE NANOSHELLS DISCUSSED EARLIER THEIR EF½CACY CAN BE 
DIRECTLY  COMPARED  )T  IS  APPARENT  THAT  NOTWITHSTANDING  THE 
POSITIVE  COMMENTS  WE  HAVE  MADE  EARLIER  IN  REGARD  TO 
NANORODS  NANOSHELLS  ARE  LIKELY  TO  BE  AS  GOOD  AS  OR  BETTER 
THAN  RODS  FOR  APPLICATIONS  SUCH  AS  HYPERTHERMAL  MEDICAL 
THERAPY THAT INVOLVE RANDOMLY ORIENTED PARTICLES 
  #ONCLUSIONS
)N  THE  PRESENT  PAPER  WE  HAVE  COMPARED  NANOSHELLS  AND 
NANORODS CONTAINING A COMMON VOLUME OF !U )T IS CLEAR THAT 
THE ABSORPTION CROSSSECTIONS OF BOTH SHAPES SHOW A STRONG 
APPROXIMATELY  LINEAR  DEPENDENCE  ON  ASPECT  RATIO  BUT 
ELECTRON SCATTERING EFFECTS WILL TEND TO ATTENUATE AND BROADEN 
PLASMON PEAKS  IN  SHELLS WITH  THICKNESSES  LESS  THAN  ABOUT   









THE  PLASMON  RESONANCES WILL  NOT MANIFEST  THEMSELVES  )T  IS 
CLEAR THAT RODS WILL ALWAYS BE SUPERIOR TO SHELLS IF COMPARED ON 
THE BASIS OF LONGITUDINAL ABSORPTION AND EQUAL VOLUMES OF !U 
BUT  THE SITUATION WITH  RANDOMLY ORIENTED PARTICLES  IS NOT AS 
CLEARCUT AND THE TWO SHAPES MAY BE EQUALLY EFFECTIVE 
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!USTRALIAN  0ARTNERSHIP  FOR  !DVANCED  #OMPUTING  !0!#	 
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